
Gold Van Man Terms and Conditions 
 

1. Definitions 
In these Conditions: 
1.1 “Customer” means the person or business or 

company who contracts for the services of GVM with 
a view to providing a Consignment for carriage. 

1.2 “Contract” means the complete contract of carriage 
between the Customer and GVM, inclusive of these 
Conditions, any oral representations made by the 
Customer, the Invoice, and the Transactions Details 
document. 

1.3 “Consignment” means goods, whether a single item 
or in bulk or contained in one parcel, package or 
container, as the case may be, or any number of 
separate items, parcels, packages or containers sent at 
one time in one load by or for the Customer from one 
address to one address, more fully detailed in the 
Transaction Details document. 

1.4 “Dangerous Goods” means those substances and 
articles the carriage of which is prohibited by the 
provisions of the European Agreement Concerning 
the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by 
Road (ADR) as applied in the United Kingdom, or 
authorised only under the conditions prescribed in 
accordance therewith. 

1.5 “Final Payment” means that money owed to GVM 
once GVM has transported the Consignment to the 
unloading location. 

1.6 “GVM” means the Gold Van Man. 
1.7 “In writing” includes the transmission of information 

by electronic, optical or similar means of 
communication, including, but not limited to, 
facsimile, electronic mail or electronic data 
interchange (EDI), provided the information is 
readily accessible so as to be usable for subsequent 
reference. 

1.8 “Initial Payment” means that money that GVM 
requires in advance of the day on which it is to load 
the Consignment. 

1.9 “Invoice” means the invoice document provided to 
the Customer from GVM. 

1.10 “Storage Location” means the location GVM selects 
at its sole discretion to store undelivered 
Consignments. 

1.11 “Total Cost” means the total amount GVM will 
charge the Customer for the service detailed in the 
Transaction Details document. 

1.12 “Transaction Details document” means that 
document provided by GVM, confirming the 
representations made by the Customer as to the 
details of the transaction. 

1.13 “Transit” shall have the meaning ascribed within 
Clause 6 

2. Parties and Sub-Contracting 
2.1 The Customer warrants that he is either the owner of 

the Consignment or is authorised by such owner to 
accept these Conditions on such owner’s behalf. 

2.2 The Customer is prohibited from assigning, 
delegating or transferring their rights and obligations 
under the Contract to any other entity. 

3. Goods 
3.1  Dangerous Goods must be disclosed by the Customer 

and if GVM agrees to accept them for carriage they 
must be classified, packed, marked, labelled and 
documented in accordance with the  

 statutory regulations for the carriage by road of the 
substance declared. 

3.2 The packaging of the Consignment is the responsibility 
of the Customer, and GVM accepts no liability for 
damage caused to the Consignment as a result of poor 
packaging. 

4. Loading and Unloading 
4.1 The following applies to every Consignment: 

4.1.1 Unless GVM has agreed in writing to the 
contrary with the Customer, GVM shall not 
be under any obligation to provide any plant, 
power or labour, other than that carried by 
the vehicle, required for loading or 
unloading the Consignment. 

4.1.2 The Customer warrants that any plant, 
power or labour required for loading or 
unloading the Consignment which is not 
carried by the vehicle will be provided by 
the Customer or on the Customer’s behalf. 

4.1.3 The Customer warrants that the details of the 
loading and unloading locations contained in 
the ‘Transactions Details’ document are 
substantially correct. 

4.1.4 The Customer warrants that the description 
of the Consignment items within the 
Transaction Details document is 
substantially correct. 

4.1.5 GVM shall be under no liability whatsoever 
to the Customer for any damage whatsoever, 
howsoever caused, if GVM is instructed to 
load or unload any Consignment requiring 
plant, power or labour which, in breach of 
the warranty in clause 4.1.2 above, has not 
been provided by the Customer or on the 
Customer’s behalf. 

4.1.6 Any time for collection or delivery specified 
in the Contract shall not be of the essence. 

4.2 If it is deemed, at GVM’s sole discretion, unsafe or 
impractical to load the Consignment as a result of the 
Customer’s breach of any of the warranties at clauses 
4.1.2, 4.1.3 or 4.1.4 then GVM can elect not to load the 
Consignment, and can leave the Consignment unloaded 
and undelivered. In such circumstance the Customer 
agrees that the Initial Payment will not be refunded and 
the Contract has terminated. This will not prevent the 
parties entering into a further contract for delivery, if 
they so agree. 

4.3 If it is deemed, at GVM’s sole discretion, unsafe or 
impractical to unload the Consignment as a result of 
the Customer’s breach of any of the warranties at 
clauses 4.1.2, 4.1.3 or 4.1.4 then GVM can elect not to 
unload the Consignment and it will remain 
undelivered. 

4.4 GVM shall not be required to provide service beyond 
the agreed place of collection or delivery but if any 
such service is given by GVM it shall be at the sole 
risk of the Customer. 

4.5 The Customer shall indemnify GVM against all claims 
and demands whatsoever which could not have been 
made if such instructions as are referred to in clause 
4.1.5 and such service as is referred to in clause 4.2 had 
not been given 

 



 
5. Signed Receipts 
5.1 The Customer or their representative shall sign a 

document or electronic record prepared by GVM 
acknowledging the receipt of the Consignment, but 
the burden of proving the condition of the 
Consignment and its nature, quantity or weight at the 
time of collection shall rest with the Customer. The 
refusal of the Customer to sign the receipt document 
shall not prevent GVM from declaring the 
Consignment delivered. 

6. Transit 
6.1 Transit shall commence once the Consignment is 

loaded onto GVM’s vehicle at the point of collection. 
6.2 Transit shall (unless otherwise previously 

determined) end: 
6.2.1 when the Consignment is unloaded from 

the van at the agreed location; or  
6.2.2 at the moment GVM elects not to unload 

the Consignment as a result of the 
circumstances detailed at clause 4.3. 

7. Undelivered or Unclaimed Consignments 
7.1 Where GVM is unable for any reason to 

deliver/unload a Consignment, or where transit has 
ended by virtue of clause 6.2.2, GVM may elect to 
drive to Haslemere (GVM’s base of operation) with 
the Consignment and store the Consignment as GVM 
thinks appropriate at the Storage Location. GVM 
shall give notice to the Customer of this occurrence.  

7.2 Provided that the Customer, within 5 days of 
receiving the notice detailed at clause 7.1, pays to 
GVM: 
7.2.1 the Final Amount; plus  
7.2.2 a sum representing GVM’s incurred costs 

for the return journey from the unloading 
location to the Storage Location, such sum 
to be calculated using the same formula as 
that of the intended initial delivery; plus  

7.2.3 the cost of storage (if any); plus 
7.2.4 a sum representing GVM’s incurred costs 

for transporting the Consignment from the 
Storage Location to a mutually agreed 
location, such sum to be calculated using 
the same formula as that of the intended 
initial delivery, 

then GVM will return the Consignment to the 
Customer, or to a place of the Customer’s choosing, 
as soon as practicable. 

7.3 If the Customer fails to pay all those amounts 
specified within clause 7.2 then GVM may sell the 
Consignment. In so doing GVM shall do what is 
reasonable to obtain the market value of the 
Consignment. Payment or tender of the proceeds 
(after deduction of all proper charges and expenses 
incurred in relation to the sale and of all outstanding 
charges in relation to the carriage and storage of the 
Consignment as detailed at clause 7.2) shall, without 
prejudice to any claim or right which the Customer 
may have against GVM otherwise arising under these 
Conditions, discharge GVM from all liability in 
respect of such Consignment, its carriage and storage. 

8. GVM’s Charges 
8.1 GVM’s charges shall be detailed in an invoice 

provided to the Customer, which will detail the Total 
Cost, the Initial Payment, and the Final Payment. 

8.2 The Customer will pay to GVM the Initial Payment  

 at least 3 working days in advance of the intended date 
on which Transit will commence. If this payment is not 
made on time then GVM may elect to cancel the 
Contract. 

8.3 The Customer will pay to GVM the Final Payment 
within 5 days of it becoming due and owing. Any 
payment not received within that time will be subject to 
daily interest at a rate of 4% above the base rate of the 
Bank of England. 

8.4 All charges detailed at this clause 8 shall be payable 
when due without reduction or deferment on account of 
any claim, counterclaim or set-off.  

8.5 If the Customer wishes to cancel the Contract then 
GVM will return a percentage of the Initial Payment as 
follows: 

 8.5.1 Cancellation before the day Transit is to 
commence:  25% 

 8.5.2 Cancellation on the day Transit is to 
commence:  0% 

9. Liability for Loss and Damage 
9.1 GVM shall not be liable for any delay in delivery, or 

non-delivery, resulting from the unavailability at the 
delivery address of the intended recipient or from those 
occurrences listed at clause 4.3. 

9.2 GVM shall not be liable for any loss, damage, 
misdelivery, delay in delivery or non-delivery 
occasioned solely or principally by: 
9.2.1 act of God; 
9.2.2 act of war hostilities riot or civil commotion 

or the threat or fear of such conditions 
prevailing; 

9.2.3 criminal malicious or negligent acts or 
omissions of third parties; 

9.2.4 industrial action; 
9.2.5 a road traffic collision caused or occasioned 

by a third party; 
9.2.6 suspension or cancellation of transport 

services by reason of or of the threat or fear 
of inclement weather or any of the matters 
set out in clauses 9.2.1 to 9.2.5 inclusive. 

9.3 GVM shall not be liable for the damage to any 
packaging. 

9.4 GVM shall not be liable to pay compensation for loss 
of or damage to a Consignment: 
9.4.1 that is caused by a latent or inherent defect 

or the natural deterioration of any item; 
9.4.2 that is inadequately packaged; 
9.4.3 where the Customer has been dishonest in 

any way in relation to the Consignment or 
Contract terms. 

9.5 GVM shall not in any event be liable for any 
consequential loss. 

9.6 GVM shall not in any circumstances be liable for loss 
or damage arising after Transit is deemed to have 
ended within the meaning of Clause 6.2 hereof, 
whether or not caused or contributed to directly or 
indirectly by any act, omission, neglect, default or 
other wrongdoing on the part of GVM. 

10. Fraud 
10.1 GVM shall not in any circumstances be liable in 

respect of a Consignment where there has been fraud 
on the part of the Customer in respect of that 
Consignment or the Contract terms. 

 



 
11. Limitation of Liability 
11.1 Except as otherwise provided in these Terms, the 

liability of GVM in respect of claims for physical 
loss, mis-delivery of or damage to goods comprising 
the Consignment, howsoever arising, shall in all 
circumstances be limited to the lesser of: 
11.1.1 the value of the goods actually lost, mis-

delivered or damaged as at the 
commencement of Transit to be decided, if 
necessary, by an independent expert; or 

11.1.2 the cost of repairing any damage or of 
reconditioning the goods to be decided, if 
necessary, by an independent expert. 

12. Indemnity to GVM 
12.1 The Customer shall indemnify GVM against: 

12.1.1 all liabilities and costs incurred by GVM 
(including but not limited to claims, 
demands, proceedings, fines, penalties, 
damages, expenses and loss of or damage to 
the carrying vehicle and to other goods 
carried) by reason of any error, omission, 
mis-statement or misrepresentation, 
insufficient or improper packing by the 
Customer, or fraud.  

12.1.2 all claims and demands whatsoever 
(including for the avoidance of doubt claims 
alleging negligence), by whomsoever made 
and howsoever arising (including but not 
limited to claims caused by or arising out of 
the carriage of Dangerous Goods and claims 
made upon GVM by H.M. Revenue and 
Customs in respect of dutiable goods 
consigned in bond) in excess of the liability 
of GVM under these Terms in respect of any  
loss or damage whatsoever to, or in 
connection with, the Consignment whether 
or not caused or contributed to directly or 
indirectly by any act, omission, neglect, 
default or other wrongdoing on the part of 
GVM. 

12.2 No failure or delay by GVM in exercising any right, 
power or privilege under the Contract shall impair the 
same or operate as a waiver of the same nor shall any 
single or partial exercise of any right, power or 
privilege preclude any further exercise of the same or 
the exercise of any other right, power or privilege.  

13. Time Limits for Claims 
13.1 Save for where the Customer can prove that it was 

not reasonably possible to make a claim within the 
time limits set our below, GVM shall not be liable 
for:  
13.1.1 damage to the whole or any part of the 

Consignment, or physical loss, mis-
delivery or non-delivery of part of the 
Consignment if not advised thereof in 
writing by the Customer within fourteen 
days, and the claim is made in full in 
writing within twenty-one days, after the 
termination of Transit; 

13.1.2 any other loss unless advised thereof in 
writing within twenty-eight days, and the 
claim is made in writing within forty-two 
days, after the termination of Transit. 

13.2 GVM shall in any event be discharged from all 
liability whatsoever and howsoever arising in respect  

 of the Consignment unless notice in writing of any 
potential claim is given to GVM within one year of the 
date when Transit commenced. 

14. Insurance 
14.1 GVM carries an insurance policy at all time for a total 

Consignment value of £25,000. 
14.2 The Customer is obliged to inform GVM at least three 

days in advance of Transit commencing if the 
Consignment value exceeds £25,000, at which point 
GVM may choose to extend its coverage (and can 
choose to pass on any additional policy cost to the 
Customer) or can terminate the Contract.  

14.3 If the Customer fails to inform GVM that the 
Consignment value exceeds £25,000 then GVM is not 
responsible for any loss arising howsoever caused 
under the Contract and the Customer indemnifies GVM 
for any loss it suffers howsoever incurred as a result. 

15. Further Terms 
15.1 The Contract shall not constitute or imply any 

partnership, joint venture, agency, fiduciary 
relationship or other relationship other than the 
contractual relationship expressly provided for. 

15.2 If any provision of the Contract is prohibited by law or 
judged by a court to be unlawful, void or 
unenforceable, the provision shall, to the extent 
required, be severed from the Contract and rendered 
ineffective as far as possible without modifying the 
remaining provisions of the Contract, and shall not in 
any way affect any other circumstances of or the 
validity or enforcement of the Contract. 

15.3 In the Contract unless the context otherwise requires: 
15.3.1 words importing any gender include every 
gender; 
15.3.2 words importing the singular number 

include the plural number and vice versa; 
15.3.3 words importing persons include firms, 

companies and corporations and vice versa; 
15.3.4 the headings to the clauses and paragraphs 

of the Contract are not to affect the 
interpretation; 

15.3.5 any reference to an enactment includes 
reference to that enactment as amended or 
replaced from time to time and to any 
subordinate legislation or byelaw made 
under that enactment. 

15.4 For the purposes of the Contracts (Rights of Third 
Parties) Act 1999 the Contract is not intended to, and 
does not, give any person who is not a party to it any 
right to enforce any of its provisions. 

16. Law and Jurisdiction 
The Contract and any dispute arising thereunder shall be 
governed by English law and shall be subject to the 
jurisdiction of the English courts alone. 
 



 


